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Paige Breaux

Letter from
the Editor
During the war, I, like all humans of great character, chose to show my
support for the good in its battle against evil in rather unorthodox ways.
My activities during those years are said (mostly by me, but the point
Humphrey Boghart and one of my ex-wives. Like Victor Lazlo throughout
the war and that tramp Rick at the end, I often found it necessary to
go into hiding. And the best hiding places, I learned, were not in damp
cellars or behind false walls. They were on rooftops. Humans, particularly
humans in war, are some of the most paranoid creatures I’ve come across
in this collection of planets, and yet they never look up.
On my end, it was fascinating. I could sit above them for hours, in
perfect view, and they would run around frantically below, checking under
vehicles and in wooden barrels, and not once did they think to lift their
afternoon in Prague, but the Nazi chap was only sneezing. Must have
been the pollen.
All of this is to say that those years crouching on rooftops and
abandoned balconies taught me an important lesson. Someone who
whom’s fame I will now unfortunately contribute) once said, “If you want
something you’ve never had, you must do something you’ve never done.”
I will now rephrase this to suit my own point and tell you, “If you want to
see something new, you must look somewhere new.”
Once all the business with the war had calmed down and I had
successfully changed my name and beard color, I decided to employ my
own advice. This revelation, though not original by any means, has acted
as a sort of guiding light in my life. Throughout the many lives I have lived
since I was that young man atop a roof, I have always kept one thing
about myself constant: I have made sure to look. Some of the discoveries
I have made have been dull and entirely uninspired (you would be
shocked at how many duds Banksy has put out). However, most of the
Art, you hopefully will not be shocked to learn, can be found anywhere.
It can be a checkered pattern scratched on top of a middle school desk
or poetry spray-painted under a bridge. One of my favorite pieces of
found art appeared on a chalk board in an empty room — the picture
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of impermanence, and had I not stumbled upon it, it may have been
erased without ever having been read at all. The piece, which can only be
attributed to Anonymous, is now preserved here for, ideally, eternity:
Never forget. When 9 yo, Xmas vaca. what I do? Ski with family.
2nd day, Mom next to me, I-ask-her, I ski tonight? (Her) no. (Me)
Pleaseeeee. (her) Fine. You/I ski with Mom/I ski, but need equipment.
Will. (me) I need helmet. (her) Fine. Get helmet & ski. {Ski lift}{Top,
building “on left” [near building] rocks big. Mom & I wait for chair. Get
on, {go up}[near top](mom) says. Ready? (me) yes. (mom){get off}
screaming. Rock hit head. I sleep 1 minute. Wake up, snow on head,
helmet! Never forget
Fantastic, no? And nearly lost to the sands of time (or, more likely, the
While museums are beautiful and important institutions in our society,
they are by no means the gatekeepers of all art in this world. Here, we
have collected poetry and prose from people of all backgrounds, many

Waxley Grafton
A connoisseur of questionable
characters, Waxley Grafton lives
in the hearts and sleeps on the
couches of the members of Coup
d’Etat. He is aging poorly and
loving every minute of it.
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I Call
Your Name
Len Kuntz

I search for you
in garden soil
the color of coffee beans,
where it’s sandy in places,
clay-like in others.
I use my bare hands,
careful not to cut you with a spade or hoe.
I free worms from their squiggly fetal positions.
There are rocks and bigger rocks,
the arm of a G.I. Joe,
something that might once have been a wrist watch.
I dig for hours
until my scalp is scalded and my shirt is a damp sheet that reeks.
I hum your favorite Dylan tune as I scrape and carve away clumps of
dirt,
I call your name.
I sing it.
I use your name and tell you how wonderful you are and always will be.
I use your name and say it’s not your fault about what happened.
I use your name the way some people use pillows, baths or comfort
food,
mourning.
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By nightfall
I’m sore and too exhausted to move anymore.
Breathing hurts.
A headache burrows through my right ear
while my bones scream at me for my foolishness,
not here
or even in a casket somewhere.
When they brought you back from the war
you were only medals and army gear,
a bundle of the photographs you’d taken along
and a few well-read letters.
They said the explosion was massive,
They said how sorry they were for my loss.
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Hand Me
Down MessiMessiahs
Len Kuntz

I watched you walk on water,
saw you defeat giants and ogres,
monsters who would have otherwise shredded me.
There was oil in your blood, you said,
You stood as tall as a redwood,
the scar under your chin pulpy and shaped like a blade.
I believed you were a new Messiah and trailed behind when you weren’t
looking.
The day you took your life I saw black and white and black.
I wanted you to take me with.
I felt light enough, unnecessary.
No one had stepped foot on the moon yet.
There was nothing on earth to see.
When I discovered your diary there were no omissions.
The boxy notebook, about the size of Mother’s clutch bag,
held every secret and scar
and I learned that your blood wasn’t oil after all,
Though I wept rivers for weeks and weeks, I made you bigger than life
once again.
I let you conquer the grave like all reliable gods.
I gave you a pair of wings.
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War Paint
Shivani Singh

These words are war paint
caked dry from the sun of a
drunken August spent fast asleep.
I’ve memorized the
curves of their syllables,
the contours of their consonants.
My best friend’s unspoken words
in the darkness of her rib cage
Her buried desires dissolve and
shower down in thin drops of rain,
a regretful phantom’s interruptions.
I’ll braid her unsung stories into my hair,
braving the blue dark of a winter
without a sun.
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Chicago
Amber Rose Walsh

the pen
black, smooth
i gripped it with such a palm
as to squeeze the words out from its mouth—
it said only hmm, hmm,
and i, growing frustrated
began to suffocate it into the kindest silence
unknowingly isolating only myself
and so i sit here now in a scarlet chair,
bleeding a little onto the pages
with your pen
smooth, black,
slithering secrets to me i could only ever write down,
never speak.
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Blanket
Amber Rose Walsh

i have spent many moons in sunless caverns where nothing grows but questions
i have found muses and mirrors in wisteria
that wander the six walls of my wayward mind
they say,
oh get up darling there’s someone here to see you
and so
i undulate upwards
undress every memory
cut my calendar to pieces
i go outwardly inwards and my head,
it’s not quite up but sideways as
i take people down like notes in a scrapbook,
beg myself never to forget them and their sinner’s smiles,
golden heels that have tiptoed loudly on pillows and on pavement
for many months now
-they refuse to be unheard by my little rabbit’s earsthe passage of time unnerves me and yet i am made restless by stillness
before my mother’s eyes i realize i have seen a girl
grow something quite like a weed—
she has grown too thin for photographs
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Backward
Walking
Barry Zabell

The cityscape is an irregular parabola of apartment buildings
and shorter retail structures. A late morning sun angles behind the
residences to shade the street, exaggerating the black of the asphalt.
My memory may have the power to alter astronomy, as I recall earlier
days here only awash in sunlight. But as neither the sun nor the
conversion must be mine.
I have arrived an hour before I am to meet my friend, David, so I
will be able to spend some time by myself. David and I have known
each other since we were in baby carriages. On what I had been told
for fresh air in the nearby park. They found each other on one of the
many wood planked benches, beginning decades of friendship as they
shared experiences as new mothers. Although David and I long ago
moved from the area, we keep in touch regularly but usually see each
lately, funerals, including that of my wife, Elizabeth.
For weeks after Elizabeth died, David and my brother, Terry
marshalled people and memories of our past, trying to awaken me
from a stubborn malaise. In time, their love and persistence lifted
children. During a telephone conversation a few weeks ago, David
suggested we get together in the park where everything began. I knew
have been looking forward to sharing it with my old friend.
I leave my car on a busy street corner and, as I drop coins into a
parking meter, see the Optimo store where my father bought his cigars
and pipe tobacco. Its savory fragrances wash over me, but my mind
has contrived the sense of these scents since the Optimo is no longer
here. A check cashing business now occupies the space.
Everything around me is so familiar, so different. Years have drawn
over images I prized and relegated them to the vault of reminiscence. I
suppose this is the natural way of things, yet not always for the better,
and it is why I have not returned here since my mother died nearly
twenty years ago. The streets are littered by racks of used clothing
and tables covered by assorted household items. Commerce and
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conversation are in abundance. Is there a bazaar today or does this go
on every day? The home I left has been buried beneath a madman’s
concept of progress. I will need to dig deep into remembrance to
surface the fossils of my past to their rightful place.
Desires and dreams given rise here have been altered by the
vagaries of life and the sponsors of fate. The rush of these notions
threatens to overtake me, but perspective and introspection armor me.

are to me. To them, I may be out of place; for me, they are out of time.
A few strides bring me to what had been Sam and Sally’s, a one
counter coffee shop. Although I cannot recall the taste of the food,
mistakenly served Terry a burger with the bun upside down. Given
my brother’s over reaction to the transgression, every time after
Sam would do the same. It became an ongoing game between them
for years, until Sally suddenly passed and the shop closed shortly
thereafter. Good-bye Sally and Sam.
Across the road had been a hobby shop that lured me with baseball
cards, comic books and plastic model kits. Occasionally, my pocket
held a nickel or dime to make a purchase. As I peer through the large
window of a carpet store that now occupies this spot, I see myself as a
favorite superheroes.
Taking a deep breath, I walk in the direction of the street where
I lived, my eyes soliciting familiar landmarks. A few doors down
from a sneaker chain store that used to be Hal’s Hardware, I stop in
neighborhood of my youth was a blend of Italian, Irish and Jewish
immigrants, marking the area was with pizzerias, taverns, guilt and
faith. At the time, a slice of pizza and a small fountain drink cost
area. I have to see if the food still measures up. Although it is near
lunchtime there is only one other customer inside. Not a good sign.
But I observed there are now at least three fast food restaurants
nearby, plus a diner, a doughnut shop and several sidewalk food carts.
Competition is stiff in the food service industry here. Perhaps there is
not much home cooking going on. The pizza I receive is disappointing
and I leave it on the counter after only two bites.
“Anything wrong?” the counterman asks.
“Nothing that a time machine wouldn’t cure,” I say to myself as I
leave.
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To lift my spirit, I try to recall the names of friends and families who
lived in the buildings I walk passed. Instead, my gloom becomes more
profound. Is this due to the loss of the people or loss of time? Not
helping is the realization that every street level window and many of
My neck stiffens and cranes my vision downward, where I watch my
shadow pass over concrete squares.
A blinking crosswalk sign propels me forward when I see David
approaching. The sunlight falls on him brighter than others on the
street, yet I do not acknowledge him immediately. I watch his gait,
which I know is challenged by a chronic back problem and hope he
gray, illuminates the face I still welcome. We had taught each other to
play guitar, tossed countless baseballs, shared intense secrets that
dissolved to inconsequence, and many tears when each of our parents
died. The days on our bicycles are as close as the day we graduated
high school, which is as close as the day we recovered David’s dog by
the river. And now we are close enough to embrace.
“You’re looking good,” he lies.
“You haven’t changed a bit,” I reciprocate.
We break into comfortable laughter.
“What happened to your hair?”
“What happened to your face?”
The yoke of the years is lifted, despite the echo of their toll.
are well and providing highlights of the past months.
“You know, I’m the same age now as my father when Linda was
“So, when is she going to make you a grandfather?” I ask.
David’s face brightens to a smile. “In about four months, God
willing.” We hug again, tearfully this time. Separating, we realize we
are standing in front of the elementary school we attended.
“Did you ever think we would be here now, talking about
grandchildren?” I ask.
silences us momentarily as we study a barbed-wire rimmed chain-link
fence surrounding our old school.
David indicates the wire. “Was that here when we were kids?”
“Is it supposed to keep people in or people out?” I wonder aloud. A
faded yellow Fallout Shelter sign still hangs over the school’s entrance.
“I’m glad we never had to make use of that.”
“Those emergency drills they made us do would not have helped
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much,” David remarks.
Indeed, hiding beneath our wooden desks and seats succeeded
As we continue to walk, we share the little we know about what has
become of our classmates and recall when our teacher rolled a small
television set into our classroom the day President Kennedy was shot.
It was the only time I saw a teacher cry.
“Let’s walk by your place,” I suggest.
David’s building was one of the few in the area with a courtyard.
It’s once well-tended pot-bellied stone planters now stand empty, other
than discarded cans, bottles and cigarette remains. This was where
we would meet each other and our friends, after our homework was
told great lies and small truths, and laughed as only children could.
My friend shakes his head.
“It’s a shame,” I declare.

I remind him I was there too, for the same reason, with my father.
“I can’t describe the smell of a new glove,” I say. “But remember the
feeling of holding it to my face to breathe it in”.
“It smelled like freshly cut grass, a new car and the best meal your
mother ever made”.
“Yeah,” I respond wistfully.
We walk toward the park. A walk I had taken thousands of times,
usually with my brother as we set out to play ball or ride our bikes. The
park is an oasis among pavement and brick. Paths, like veins, connect
the heartbeat of playgrounds, basketball courts, baseball diamonds
woodlands where we had accepted the invitation to explore, despite
and the earth surrendered what we told ourselves were genuine
arrowheads; too much treasure to resist. The park’s southern entrance
wood-seat, thinly chained swings have been upgraded with something
sturdier and the metal slides that burned our short-pants legs have
children’s merriment.
I place my tongue in my cheek. “See-Saw?” I ask.
David, who has always been a bit pluckier than I, accelerates in the
direction of he teetertotters and swivels his head to me. “Come on!” he
implores with a grin.
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Soon, children here are amused by the spectacle of two senior
citizens cautiously propelling themselves up and down. Fortunately, we
strain the limit of our interest before we strain our bodies and embark
from the playground, along oak tree lined paths, to the park’s interior.
Volleys from tennis courts and the hustle of basketball games

exciting moments when two games were played at the same time.

is also where a girlish Elizabeth persistently tried to invade our boys’
sanctuary.
“You know,” David says as if reading my thoughts, “If we all lived
forever, we would have less appreciation for our lives and the lives of
those we love.”
for very long stretches without seeing or even speaking to each other.
How did we remain so close?”
David considers this. Patting my thigh and pushing himself to his
feet as he elongates his back, he tells me, “The hell if I know.”
We get comfortable during our respite, chronologically aligning
John Glenn’s orbit, The Beatles on Ed Sullivan and the day the
principal came into our third grade classroom to tell David to go home
with me after school. His father had been taken to the hospital, from
which he would not return home.
“I know you’re not much of a believer,” David states, “But God puts
the people we need in our lives.”
I do not hesitate to respond. “If there is a God, I wish he would
leave the people we love the fuck alone and not let them suffer.”
David stops abruptly, turns and looks directly at me, eye to eye.
Putting his hand on my shoulder, he nods with empathy and says,
“Let’s walk over to the rock.”
I return his nod with a half-smile and pivot to the course he
proposed.

commemorating early Dutch settlers’ purchase of the parkland from a
local Native American tribe.
“In the grand scheme of things, not much has changed since the
last time we were here,” David asserts. “The park is pretty much intact,
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all the streets run in the same directions and a handful of the places
we knew are still around.”
“As I was driving over, I saw a hospital where the abandoned train
tracks used to be,” I say. “And the State College is planning to build a
new campus on the other side of the river.”
inexorable current. Two boys take passing notice of us as they stand at
the river’s edge, carving stones across its surface.
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Ain’t No Wrong:
True Wish
for Hindsight
Kudzai Mahwite

Ain’t no ravage my body with foul concoction
Ain’t no endure hot-blood lust
Ain’t no pilfer inert or emotion
Ain’t no transform life to dust.
And yet mercurial sun burn my skin
And yet imprisonment to me akin
And yet eternal dread’s cauldron within me.
Be it be Zeus fabricate for me?
Be it be my decision it do render?
Or sorrowful fate with no mender?
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Me doth wish had been foretold
So to make destiny pure gold.
Four limbed motion so small a world
Dust in attic like dust in Ant-Arctic
Psychic would I have loved
So that future I not be daft.
Big matured all seeing eyes
But surety truly soon dies
It doth seem that aspiration be fantasy.
Please keep heed my verse not for all and sundry

Ultimately all do love
To wish and hope to be foretold.
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The End is
Is
the Only
True Moment
Kudzai Mahwite

Puffy clouds calmly hanging –
Over the sparse brown hillside
Whence unsettled spirits reside
The Laws of the Underworld they try abide.

Leaving damp earth, germination’s aide.
Unsettled spirits – the garden’s maid
Where dormancy lay : life is made

Puffy clouds darkening in the horizon,
Autumn’s curse ravages the hillside.

Those sweet now spindly souls hide and cower
Life’s only true moment – it is that hour.
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Dark Middle
of Night
David Howerton

Another watches while you sleep
quiet darkness middle of night
hearing soft snores
eased by fans whose breeze
lets us sleep.
making it easier to stay awake late
and sleep once you’ve gone to work.
Fighting an urge to lay here
light on reading a thick book
until dawn when a two hour nap
is all the difference needed.
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Learning to
Fly in the Light
Charlene Langfur

I think this is how it is learning to live in the desert.
The winds can knock you off your feet.
The palm trees are like harbors then, old friends.
The California poppies, pink little cups, grow wild
everywhere, nuanced, elan in a sea of sand.
There is little that is shadowy here. That’s the point,
what rises appears clearly, moves slowly, makes
friends with the heat, the magnitude of trouble
earth can bring, the crows sing in the giant trees
like old pros, nobody knows about what, only the quality
is there, words of warning and love at the same time.
The roadrunners and the wrens, friends,
moving fast and going after more, no place to hide,
in the desert in the morning in the long
deep heat, this is how I rise
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Everything Else
Charlene Langfur

over the worn grass and hot sand, learning to walk and living in the
desert is a skill nowadays, living with the sun and the night,
the big moon brings the wind, organic farms increasing by the dozens
nowadays, with low water plants and crops, I am walking beyond the
giant palms with miniature dates all over them, past the
roadrunners and the humming birds, chasing after worms
and nectar, we are all after the same, days that break open and close like
a place where we can all pass on what we know, step light, grow old, eat
vegetables, plant calendula, dream big, honor what we love, throw
Buddha’s prayers out into the world after ill will and old ghosts, it is all
The same, rising light comes slowly, the dog and I are ready to go,
Out on another one opening up like the moon over the water
day after night
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Who Was the
Young Woman
Enjoying the
Evening Scenery
from the doorway?
Doorway?
Daniel Sundahl

Thinking the hearts of men are too rough?
Sunlight has passed through her window;
She has stopped sewing hems and buttons.
Desire, she thinks, is her heart’s disease.
Tomorrow she will visit her mother’s grave.
Centranthus Roseus, the keys to heaven.
Tonight, in the mousey darkness,
His hand will touch her small bare breast;
She will think of the weeks before the wedding,
Who lost his youth in a soldier’s tent.
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When she married, she remarked his large hands,
His shame, his apologies to God, the shyness
He carried daily into the quarreling rooms.
Vivid and heavy, she hears him thump
Through the kitchen, never tasting
The apples in the bowl, or if tasting
Never thinking of the apron holding them
When picked; on the cutting board,
The apple skins peel and pile; she studies
The knot of her knuckle, remembers
The one who found her lips at night,
Her own breath rising like mist at morning.
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Grinning at
the Camera
Daniel Sundahl

The picture says something about himself,
Caught wandering in Arizona,
A larrikin, good word, both arms waving
All akimbo like saguaro say your are oh,
Holding though a ton or more of water.
It prickles his grin to think
Of dancing with a cactus so
Sometimes he eyes words dancing
Down a page groping for the aperture,
Grinning for the camera a cameo.
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Mexican Divorce
Ron Burch

The border agents wouldn’t let me over the border because I had a
SAVEUR magazine strapped to my leg underneath my pants. I tried to
explain to them that it was a surprise and I had no where else to carry
it, my pockets not being large enough, but they were convinced that

stashed it for the Spiced Chickpea recipe that I was going to make
Marion when we got to our divorce honeymoon suite, the budget room
at the Hotel T. I pointed out the recipe to Agent Ortiz and said she
Marion was touched that I went to all the trouble to make her a
special meal but I reminded her that we were trying to get divorced and
the letter section of the food magazine, mentioned that Mexican
divorces weren’t so easy to get any more since they didn’t usually do
them for non-citizens. She motioned for me to turn my old Chrysler
Lebaron convertible around and head back to the home of the brave.
each other.
Home, an elderly community home that didn’t allow anyone under 65.
things the old folks probably had sitting around, the bar was tiny with
a couple seats at the bar and a few round tables. Marion and I weren’t
the bartender, who was 92, asked us what the hell we were doing
there, pointing to a sign behind the bar that said, “No youngsters.”
I lied and explained to him I had a sick uncle that we were visiting.
When he asked us for my uncle’s name, I made up John Smith, and
seeing how Leisure Home was the largest apartment complex west
of the Mississippi, Sal nodded in sympathy, saying, “I never knew the
guy was on his way out.” He gave us a free round of 18-ounce frozen
avocado margaritas.
Some old dude on one of those metal walkers was hitting on
Marion, trying to get her to go upstairs and see his mounted bass
collection on his wall, including, he said, his record setting Largemouth
Bass which weighed almost 22 and a half pounds. Marion was
area but explained to the old dude that we were in the middle of trying
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to get a divorce and we really shouldn’t delay it much longer. The old
dude explained he’d been married four times and each time said he
would never get divorced because it was usually a bigger pain in the
ass than the current ex-wife.
Marion was pissed at me as she always was. If you hadn’t listened
to your idiot friend and Googled Mexican Divorce, she said, we
wouldn’t have wasted this trip.
I got us another round of margaritas and then another after that
until I maxed out my Diner’s Club Card and got the most of my AAA
discounts and soon we were too drunk to drive. We were dancing it
up, cranking up the piped-in Muzak, and entertaining the local elderly.
I must have danced with at least eight or nine older women who
whispered in my ear at the end of the dance but I had pledged myself
to Marion who later mentioned that Gary, the old dude with the walker,
did have a mounted bass in his living room right above his widescreen
TV.
Sal took pity on us and let us stay in one of the empty apartments.
Being the night manager, he had a pass key and let us in, wishing
us good luck with our divorce. Marion and I, drunk and wild, made
love all night and decided that maybe this wasn’t the worst marriage
in the world. We did love each other even if we didn’t like each other
and fell asleep in the warm arms of each other. But in the morning we
exchanged haggard, greasy looks and argued over where to go for
breakfast and then everything else and sadly ended back up in the
would set us each free so we would no longer be friends as it was
probably meant to be.
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Tiny Facial
Lacerations
Dylan Krieger&Vincent Cellucci

somehow a makeup artist’s
sleight of hand can make even a vicious

single trickle of blood down
the bby blue eyeline we all hate to
love enough to wipe it off

sign of bruising like
under all that hero hoopla

who are you?

you look the same as every
hardknock prison inmate sent upstate
except your broken nose
came w/ its own sleek
trademark guarantee to seep real
kool-aid thru your muscle t
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In a Terminal
Michael Bartelt

if there is a righteous side of hell
this is it
people walking with bags to places
they’d rather be
or rather not
the honeymoon destination irrelevant to
or deeply rooted in the argument between
this couple sitting next to me
who watch two little girls
in a race to a window holding a plane
with passengers that are Hawaii
or bust
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On an Airplane,
Michael Bartelt

I read Snyder.
Through the window I’m told
clouds are neighbors without fences.

An old man sits playing
a cell phone game.
He can’t even look out the window
until it’s turbulent.
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That Time
with Ruth
John Grey

Then I saw a new city, new streets, new houses.
For the old world had passed away.
The bullies and the shrews were no more.
This place must have thrust up from the earth
Wherever it came from, it was a gift,
a gift for me.
And from out of its bright lights,
a woman emerged, greeted me with,
“Behold, son of Charles, this is the new world
we have prepared for you.
You will be with your true people.
None of these shysters, hucksters,
imitation saints, authors of woebegone doggerel.”
“Will there still be death?” I asked.
The woman said, “No more sobbing, no pain,
no longing for what is gone for good.”
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There were no banks in this city,
some backroom craft shops
but no heavy manufacturing.
“No more night,” added the woman,
“though if you truly miss the darkness,
you can wear a blindfold.”
She showed me the streams, the ponds,
the parks, the bandstands like golden thrones.
Here I was to live in peace.
here there was glory and honor enough for all.
No trash, even the people digging in their gardens
boasted spotless hands and faces.
Lots of books of course,
each of them the book of life,
including the ones I’d written.
Luscious fruit hung from the trees.
Hot bread heaved in bakers’ windows.
No one was cursed.
Every man, woman, child was worshipped.
“No more night,” she repeated.
I lived there for a year.
My blindfold became very dear to me.
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The Strain on
My Resources
John Grey

I’m thinking man bites dog
or maybe Aesop wrote Shakespeare’s plays
or the New York Times is made of mercury I need a break
but, one day, I too will be dead,
so my head needs to plug on
in the face of
department stores selling phials of tarnished blood
and monsters leaping across the rooftops
clear my head,
what hope has the giant checkbook
against a pyramid of skulls
and who will slit the throat of time
if I’ve mellowed out
the terrifying spider there is no rest
for the wicked good
at skirting close to insanity you’re next, boiling kettle.
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Take a Little
Girl, Tap Her on
the Shoulder
Brianne M. Kohl

wasn’t even close if you followed the one drink per hour rule. He was
a big guy; it would take more than a six pack at an all-day fourth of
July cook out to put him under. He did have that edgy feeling he got
sometimes but it wasn’t from the beer or even that quick hit of weed
he’d taken out behind the garage with Gary.
He came up behind Trish, his ex-wife, at the sink doing dishes and
tapped her on the shoulder.
“You OK?” she asked. “You have grass stains on your pants.”

on the carburetor?” She shook her head but he kept going. “And, the
motor starts running a little rough?”
“OK,” she shrugged and started stacking more dishes into the sink.
choking my engine.”
“You sick?” she asked and scraped bits of hot dog bun and
macaroni salad into the waste can. “Do you think its something you
ate?” She grabbed the bowl of macaroni salad off the counter. “Jesus,
food poisoning? I should have stuck this back in the fridge.”
“No,” he said and smiled before she really got going. Once she

“No,” Trish whined and grabbed his arm. “Wally, stay. Don’t leave
to let loose once it’s dark enough. It’s not Independence Day until the
“These people are your family,” Wallace said and edged towards
the door.
“I know,” she answered. “They’re your family, too. And, they’re
horrible so stay and keep me company.”
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“They’re not my family, Trish,” he said, his voice biting. “That’s the
great thing about divorce.”
“Whatever,” she brushed him off. “I’ve got some other people
coming later, after the kids go to bed. I think you’ll like them.”
“What people?” he asked, sensing a set up. Trish liked to get
brown-out drunk, sling an arm across his shoulders and tell anyone
who’d listen how great it was to have a queer ex-husband. Like he was
a magic trick she’d perfected. No one ever saw her slight of hand.
Trish had been his best friend since grade school. She used to
push the boys down when they’d pick on him. Then, he’d grown up big
and everyone backed off except Trish. She pushed him around until
they were married and living in that trailer over on High Point. Seven

and then pushed him to be someone else.
“Just some people,” she said and winked.
“Tell Gary I said...” Wallace hesitated. Tell Gary what, he thought?
What was there to say? “Tell him I said thanks for having me. It was a
nice afternoon.”
Trish was pouting but she said, “Yeah,” and turned back towards
the sink. “Hey!” she called out as he was closing the door. “Shave that
beard!”
belly laugh out as he slid the glass door closed.
Gary was standing in the driveway drinking beer with Trish’s
uncle as Wallace walked to his truck. Gary’s khaki cargo shorts were
torn a little up the side and he was leaning back against the hood of
someone’s car.
“You leaving?” Gary asked and Wallace nodded. That burning in his
chest was back. As he got into his car and backed away from the drive,
he knew Gary watched him go. Wallace tried not to think about it.
house, cute kids. Big backyard with that private area behind the
detached garage. Gary hadn’t mowed back there and if anyone
bothered to look, maybe they’d see the marks two tussling people
could make in the tall grass. Wallace rubbed the heel of his hand
against his chest.
When he turned onto Ray Avenue, the glare from the setting sun
blocked his view for a slow dilating moment. When the ether cleared,
Wallace noticed several things in a quick velocity. He saw the teenager
ground, sitting with his shoulders hunched forward. Wallace spotted a
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second man, an older man, standing beneath a light pole, pointing into
until he spotted the baby in the road, crawling across the double yellow
line.
gawked at the baby - a girl, he guessed based on the pink onesie.
made her way across the black top. Wallace cranked his window down
and yelled at the boy on the bike.
pedaled away.
Wallace’s truck door creaked as he opened it and pulled himself
out. He crossed, slowly, to the child. He hesitated, afraid to spook her,
afraid of spooking himself but the girl looked up at him and smiled. He
could smell her before he even bent down, like old shit and wet dog.
Her knees were red and scraped raw from the pavement.
“Hey there, little one. Where’d you come from?” he asked her.
“Go bye-bye,” she said and stuck her thumb in her mouth. With her
other chubby hand, she pointed at a beat-up sedan on the other side
of the road. Golden curls were wet and sweated to her scalp.
“I think she lives down there,” the older man beneath the light pole
offered. The little girl raised her arms, waiting. Wallace swooped down
and picked her up from the warm road.

“Where does she live?” he called out but the man waved him off.
He looked down at the little girl and asked quieter, “Where do you
live?”
cheek, pulling at his whiskers with long razor-thin nails. He wasn’t sure
what to do. He thought about calling Trish, having her drive out to deal
with the baby but she had all those people at her house. He thought
smell every beer he’d had. He thought maybe his clothes smelled like
weed and wild sweet onions from rolling around in the grass. If he

driver’s seat. Slowly, one arm tucked around the girl, he released the
parking break and eased his truck over to the shoulder. A car whizzed
in an old white pick up truck with a strange baby. Quickly, he got back
out of his truck and started walking.
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“Do you live here?” he asked at every house, hoping for some sort
of reaction to guide him. He watched for other cars, both hopeful and
fearful someone he knew would come along. When a car would pass
by, the stream of air kicking up road dust around them, he’d turn his
face from the street.
Sometimes, at night when he was alone again, he’d tell himself
easy to feel that way. If he left, went somewhere else, the air would
be breathable. But, carrying this child down a road he’d walked a
thousand times, feeling so strange and anxious, he didn’t know if he
even had an element.
When she started to cry, a little whimpering that he imagined was
threatening to build to something terrible, he started humming a song
he remembered from Mister Roger’s Neighborhood. “Take a little girl,
tap her on the shoulder. Take a little bird, tap him on the shoulder.”
He was singing it wrong. He could only remember a few lines
and his voice cracked at the high notes, but it made the little girl stop
crying. She couldn’t have been much older than one, he guessed,
gauging her size against what he could remember about Trish’s girls.
When he came to a long gravel drive, the little girl started to bounce
and point. A beat down house was tucked back in, soldiered up against
a row of privacy fences blocking the narrow hill to the train tracks.
Wallace heard a dog barking from inside the house. The place had
more dog shit than grass so he guessed it was the place.
He carried the girl up to the porch and knocked. In the dark
house?” he asked the girl again and she tipped her body forward,
wanting down. “Hello?” he called out but no one answered. Wallace
opened the squeaky, unlatched storm door and called again.
She squirmed in his arms and he held tighter, not wanting to put
arms and back - sore from his encounter with Gary at the cook out
- strained from the stress of trying to hold her out away from him as
much as possible without dropping her.
“Allie!” someone yelled from the darkness of the house. “Allie, get
back here!”
“Uh, uh, uh,” the girl grunted, her face puckered up tight, ready to
cry.
“Hello!” he tried again. “I have your baby out here!” When silence
answered him, he yelled, “She was in the damn road!”
“Allie,” the person said again, a little closer but still hidden within
the depths of the house. The whole place reeked of moldy earth and
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arms and started to wail.
“Come out here and get your damn kid,” he said. He had no choice
but to put the baby down. She scuttled off down the hall, crying, pulling
herself in that odd little half crawl.
front windows. He waited a beat, not sure what to do, feeling oddly
betrayed by the baby’s cries. Before he could decide, the woman
called out, “You get out of here. I’m calling the police.”
“I’m calling the damn police!” he answered her. “Ever hear of
neglect, lady? Child endangerment?”
“You a pervert?” she yelled. “Get out of my house.”
Wallace shoved the front door open, the storm door cracking wide
and unhinged as he stalked back onto the porch. He could breathe a
little easier outside the house but thought the smell would never leave
him. It burned, the fear in him that she’d make good on her threat and
call the cops. He hadn’t done anything wrong, he reminded himself.
Probably saved that girl’s life. But that edgy feeling was back, and
threats.
The whole way home, he argued with himself over calling the
police. He should, he knew he should. But by the time he pulled into
his driveway, the smell had started to fade and he told himself it hadn’t
been as bad as he thought. Kids get away sometimes - he’d seen it on
the news before. Didn’t mean parents were neglectful. Just meant kids
were sneaky.

he’d hit the brakes. Trish had left four voice mails, which didn’t surprise
him. He could track her margarita intake by the slur of her words. But
there was another voice mail that stopped him cold.
“Wallace,” Gary’s voice whispered. “Come back. Please. We need
to talk. I shouldn’t have...” The message cut off abruptly as if someone
had come upon Gary trying to suss out some magic words to bring
Wallace back. He shut his phone off and tossed it on the kitchen table.
His buzz long gone, he grabbed another cold beer and went back out
into the warm night. He sat on the front porch in the glow and pop of
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In the Dark
Jared Pearce

They said the northern lights would
Dip to us tonight, so we drove

That thing we’d never had.
Out into the darkness, through that
Small deer herd, their lope and kick
When our small lights nudged them,
Their tender stomachs tugging them
From acre to acre, past where raccoons
Dripped from the road like dark
Drops gliding down glass, under
The bridge, their eyes poking
The night, along rabbit trails
And cow pastures, we ducked as deep
Past light pollution as we could go,
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Until there was absolutely nothing
To see, and all for nothing—
Perhaps some clouds interceded us,
Maybe we were supposed to go harder
And harder into that black country
For the promised glory at the end, burning.
For I didn’t touch your glowing skin
Or risk the event horizon of your glistering eyes—
My secret purpose to reach into that new
Territory where I’d never stepped
Crashed against the clanging dark, halted
When the engine shuttered to a stop.
And now you’re distant in your dream,
And I await the sun to hurtle a new day,
The morning gray and washed-out,
Like the lilies cut from the garden and
Standing on the dining table, a silhouette
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No one’s
One’s
Going to Do It
Jared Pearce

The blight has reached the apple trees,
It’s burned the leaves on Russian Sage
And lanky weeds that snagged the bed.
She’s sure the fungus soaks the ground
And all the life must be removed—
The poppies, cosmos, cat mint, too,
Until the earth is covered clean,
And dried and combed and ready fresh.
The work to save a planet goes
To gods or heroes, not to me,
And here I am, a spade, a clutch
Of newsprint bandages to wrap
My disease, the aching roots
Of tender trees, my hope
In my diviner life.
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Not Yet
J. E. Madison

“I don’t want to be a father.” He is deadpan, confessing in a nearwhisper.
I think, but don’t say, It’s a little late now. I am six months pregnant.
I am nineteen and not yet aware that I am unprepared for
motherhood. I have embraced pregnancy with a giddy sense of
about skin cancer and swear words. I count calcium servings, glasses
of water, laps across the apartment complex pool, weeks down from
forty. After eight hours on my feet at a hotel front desk, I sit in the
dark in the air conditioning, as naked as I am comfortable being. I am
amused by the possessed-by-a-parasitic-alien feeling, the vastness of
my white cotton underwear, the freedom of eating for two, the way my
plate balances perfectly on my stomach. I am annoyed by my breasts,
painful and blue-veined, obvious and awkward as two Siamese
siblings. I am relieved he is not yet home.
I have to push it out. Somehow I aced my one-day Lamaze class
for teens without acquiring this knowledge. I feel betrayed, let down. I
expected the pain. I am surprised by the required effort.
“I changed my mind. I want to go home.”
After, I say to my mother, “Why do people have a second one?”
She is a beautiful baby. Wrinkled and red. I resist the urge to name
her Rose. She is perfect.
“You stupid bitch. You can’t leave.” My car keys dangle from
his hand on the other side of the glass. I blink when he pounds
glass won’t fall on the baby. Why doesn’t he just use the keys? His
ride shows up before the glass breaks. I realize I was holding my
breath and exhale. I nurse the baby in the backseat. She seems yet
undamaged.
“I don’t want you to go. Don’t leave. You can’t take my baby.”
I think, but don’t say, the obvious things. He is down on his knees,
bawling, offering past-due penance. I am surprised by his surprise. I
get in the already-packed car and drive away.
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They live in Washington state. He’s a lawyer. She’s not yet a stayat-home mom. They have an apple tree in their backyard. Their essay
describes love and support and letting-them-reach-their-potential.
“It will be like a death in the family.”
I think, but don’t say, Your daughter died of neglect. My daughter
won’t. But I am exaggerating; I am not yet dead.
She is a happy baby, blowing bubbles and playing with her feet.
Milky blue eyes, silky hair, baby smell. She is perfect. I walk away.
I seek sanctuary. I sob too loudly. I choke on my inability to breathe.
I am only wretchedness and snot. I beg forgiveness of Mary. I light a
candle. I am not Catholic.
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I Will Remember
You as a Poem
Sharmaine Sun

Your eyes, once lucid blue, are cloudy grey
And echo brewing storms across the street.
A drop of milk pervades the sea, and they
Are mixed together when they meet.
Tsunamis always were a love of yours.
I blink a couple times, it’s bittersweet
To feel salt brimming at its shores,
And I don’t know how not to make you cry;
Remember anything except goodbye;
So you don’t count on that, instead implant
Yourself inside, and leave your mark so I
Recall your touch as clear as words in ink
That pour from lips to ears as I blink.
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Post-A/C
Tom Pescatore

It was the last
night
on earth
and the a/c was
broken,
there were
sex shops on every
corner
selling any kind
of fruit you could
imagine,
the children had
strawberry blood in
their hair
on their hands,
radios in the
houses that lined
the last street
cycled through
the top 100
playlists,
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each decade started
1900 2000 30it was impossible
to forget what
you were doing
when it happened,
it was impossible
to continue to
do it,
the sun was
shaped like a
mushroom cloud
like a bomb
from heaven,
like an egg
the moon broke
yellow milky yolk
canvas overhead,
everyone was there
to watch and
when it was over
they smiled toothless grins
and left with empty
sockets where the
eyes had been,
this was the last
night
on earth
written with
its last
pen
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PI

Tom Pescatore

Carefully I’m writing these crime novels, setting my heroes up.

The atmosphere will be brooding, dark sets, city streets.

Sunglasses at night will be the theme, both series and book.

There will be well tailored suits, complicated relationships.

Villains will sneer, die, men will cry, fear.
Women will live happy ever after, alone.
Commercials will air on the last page and every ten minutes on the dot.
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Letters
through Winds
Sonnet Mondal

Flicker up burning sensation
Cools the hair-roots on arms and chest
Carries old gnarled mountain rocks of spirits
Searching place to dump them
To make them roll out
Of the universe.
They are ruinous comets
They should spin out.
The cathedral calls, temple bell rings
But the old ‘mahogany’ of my campus
Looks at me over the court of laws
Sends me letters of peace
Through bumpy winds.
I feel alienated as I read letters
Floating around in shades of her waving arms.
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My Hand
David Flynn

Life is too lively for me. I need a dead woman. I need a
cold slab of day: gray, moldy, raw.
Out the three windows of my apartment is a steel day. Rain
the highway at my feet. I look down at the suicide air.
Children run through the hall. I want them dead, in the hall.
I want to step over dead boys and girls to the elevator. I fall
to the lobby.
You will be waiting in your apartment. I want you gone,
because I love you. Spanish woman, black haired, deep armpits,
a war of black tanks. Each black eye sees evil for two. I hate
being with you. I want a blonde woman with blue eyes. I want
rosebud lips always in a smile. Your lips are thin and tight. T
hey never kiss back except in accusation of the lie.
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You will not let me go. You follow me around the city. My
from you. You mail form letters around the world telling of your
love for me. I want a dead woman, with blonde hair and blue eyes.

I knock on your door. An eye balloons in the spy-hole. A
lock clicks open, and you step back. I turn the knob. My heart
dies. I do not want to see your vampire’s face. Entering is
throwing myself from the windows. I enter.
“Do you love me?” you ask. Your voice is a soldier’s.
“I love you,” I say. My voice is sad, like good-bye.
And who’s to say I don’t. I want never to see you again.
You would be so delicious in the past. As history you would be
deluxe, full of depth and suffering. With you I have learned I am
not a leader. With you I have learned I am strong and weak in
different places. At times, a masochist below your shoe. At
times, I step on you as I walk to the kitchen.

When I move my hand, you slap my face. A dead hand, a hand that
does not move, is what you desire. You take my dead hand and put
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Fired Today
David Flynn

Failed mouth, failed feet
(I’ll end this when the phone rings).
Nowhere does the pediatrician say,
you are the child who failed,
you are the hole at the bottom of the sink.
Nowhere does he say,
FIRED.
I must leave this island
(I’ll end this when the phone rings),
last stop on the subway
of airplanes.
Beyond the runway returns my past:
full circle, international dateline,
chasing the sun out my airplane window
FOOL.
Mommy (manic depressive),
Daddy (alcoholic),
but with graying hair
and depressiondiscouragement of old men

sitting on park benches.
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(I’ll end this when the phone rings).
My island love leaves me UNCOMMITTED.
Mess up, and screw up, and give up, and know nothing.
“You are a fool, David, I swear.
I been with mine forty years.”
UNSTABLE.
He was right.
big cigar in my face,
big cancer in his lungs,
up all night at the hospital helping daddy heave each breath,
not saying he LOVES ME even then,
bastard bigot wiseman.
For I have failed, and though he didn’t succeed,
purchasing agent 20,000 a year,
he didn’t fail.
(The phone does not ring.)
No progress, no death,
and the night sky deep with time.
My failure bigger than the biggest desk.
Let me test the decades left:
No, they don’t stop.
(The phone does not ring.
I’ll end this when the phone rings.)
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Saliva
Abigail Allen

his pants.

his hook, he looks over at the other man. “Catching anything?” he says.
“No,” the gray-haired man says. “Nothing bigger than an anchovy
anyway. Not that it’s any of your business.” He takes another donut out
of the box by his chair and holds it up. “You want one?” he says.
“No, thanks,” the white-haired man says. “I can’t eat a donut without
milk or coffee.” He casts his line over the water and looks up at the sky.
The gray-haired man takes a bite of the donut, lifts his line out of the
water, and drops it back in. “I can,” he says, not bothering to look at the
other man. “This is what you do. You open your mouth and stick the
donut in like this.” He opens his mouth and takes another bite of the
donut. “Then you chew it up,” he says while he is chewing, “and swallow
it. It’s really not that hard,” he says.
“I like to have something to wash it down with,” the white-haired man
says. “Otherwise, it’s liable to get stuck in your throat.”
The gray-haired man reels his line in and puts more bait on the hook,
then throws it back out. “Have you ever heard of saliva?” he says.
“That’s all you need to wash a donut down.”
“I know that’s all you need,” the white-haired man says, taking his cap
off and then sticking it back on his head. “What I said was I like to have
milk or coffee or something along those lines—hot chocolate, maybe—to
wash a donut down with. I didn’t say I needed it.”
“Yes, you did,” the gray-haired man says. He reels in his line, takes a
“No. No, I didn’t,” the white-haired man says. “I didn’t say I needed it.”
“You’re a lying sack of shit,” the gray-haired man says. “You said you
couldn’t eat a donut without milk or coffee. Those were your exact words.”
He raises his line and looks at the bait, then drops it back in the water.
“I didn’t say that, exactly,” the white-haired man says, watching his line
in the water. “You’re still all chewed up about an election that happened
twenty years ago, man. I defeated you. Get over it. Anyway, I don’t know
how you can sit there and eat donuts when you’ve been handling bait. It’s
disgusting.”
“I rinsed my hands off after I baited the hook,” the gray-haired man
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says.
“Where?” the white-haired man says. “In the river? I won’t eat any
“Suit yourself,” the gray-haired man says, picking up a large nail he
sees lying on the ground and putting it in his pocket. “It’s no skin off my
nose.”
“I hope you had something to wipe the water off your hands with,” the
white-haired man says. “I use an old undershirt. I always bring an old
undershirt with me. You can use it if you need to.”
“Why would I need to wipe my hands?” the gray-haired man says.
“They’ll air-dry.” He takes the nail out of his pocket and looks at it.
“To wipe some of the germs away,” the white-haired man says, “to get
rid of some of the germs.”
“I’m not afraid of a few germs,” the gray-haired man says. “Apparently,
you haven’t seen the latest research on that.” He puts the nail back in his
it to his pocket.
“What research?” the white-haired man says, taking an undershirt out
of his bag and wiping his hands with it. “What kind of tangent are you off
on this time?”
“Americans are too afraid of germs,” the gray-haired man says.
“That’s why they’re sick all the time, and it’s also why they have all these
allergies.”
“I think I felt a raindrop,” the white-haired man says, looking up at the
sky again. “I hope we don’t get a storm.”
“It won’t storm,” the gray-haired man says. “It might sprinkle, but it’s
not going to storm.”
“I felt another one,” the white-haired man says, reeling in his line. “You
“It’s not raining,” the gray-haired man says. “It’s sprinkling.”
“I’m going,” the white-haired man says, getting to his feet and
gathering his belongings. “I guess you’d rather stay here and get struck
by lightning.”
“At least I can swallow a donut using my own saliva,” he says.
“Anyway, there’s no lightning. Do you see any lightning?” he calls after
the white-haired man, who gets in his truck and drives away. “No, you
don’t,” he says to himself. “And it was nineteen years ago, not twenty.”
He takes the nail out of his pocket. He looks at it carefully, turning it in his
ground, gets out of his chair, and starts packing up his gear.
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Scared
Savvy Myles

To never feel safe
alone
is rotting hands pulling your heart into the dirt,
and to accept that it is suffocating you.
To never convey
your fear
in greater fear of making the angry angrier
and to accept that there is no space for you
to not feel trapped–I hate that.
To never obey
instinct
when it begs you to run away,
but propriety says humor the predator,
and so I happily open my veins to him.
To never feel safe
alone.
And my buried, ravaged,
smiling bones,
quiet as the dirt,
are all I have to show for it.
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Twelve:Thirty,
Part II
Savvy Myles

Night’s sky drips into my eyes like too much ink on an old quill.
Grandpa’s duvet that used to drape over his yellow corduroy chair
along the rustic nightstand I’ve grown to hate.
The harsh glow of an old tube TV seems grotesque and
intrusive in this dark.
No lullaby,
No nursery rhyme,
Nothing to soothe aching eyes.
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The Laundry
Pile on my Floor
Zoe Kemprecos

In my Euclidean lidded eyes you were swimming in the loops of grade

side of the bed
I said my prayers and kissed your lips
The lick of a fallen statue that tips off the shelf still tickled my bare feet in
porcelain dust
In husky predawns I pedaled past the brownstones and marooned
myself in greasy spoons in the witching hours
through my hair.
It hangs long and blows gold in the spare night breeze where the sun
was on it
on fumes and I would gladly rest my cornsilk head.
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